English Home Learning Grid

Write 10 sentences using the ‘stretch a
sentence’ technique:

Practise expanding sentences using adjectives,
conjunctions and adverbs.
Don’t forget your punctuation: Capital letters,
full stops and commas.

Non-fiction writing: Create a fact file
about a country, you choose!
You could do this either on paper or on
a computer.
Use what we have already learnt in class
alongside your own research.
You could include:
 Where is it? (map)
 Capital city.
 Flag.
 Weather/ climate.
 Animals.
 Food.
 Population.
 Interesting facts!
 Pictures/ diagrams with
captions.
Don’t forget a title and subheadings.

Have a bake off!

Story writing

If you are baking why not write out the recipe and send it to a friend.

Stories should include a beginning (introduce characters and setting), middle
(problem) and end (resolution).

Remember to use numbers, time conjunctions (first, next, then) and verbs (mix, cut, stick,
sprinkle).

Write some stories about ANYTHNG you want. You could even create your own
story books with illustrations (pictures)!

Maths Home Learning Grid
Choose different 2 digit numbers and
record them in the 4 ways below. Can you
complete 10?

Make your own 100 square by filling in the
blank grid in your pack:







Use a ruler or
tape measure
to measure
things in your
house. Measure
at least 10
things and write
the length in m/cm. Order your chosen
items from shortest to largest.

Use objects (e.g. coins) to cover all
of the even/odd numbers. Is there
a pattern? How about all of the
2s/ 5s/ 10s? What do you notice?
Choose a number. Write down
what is 1 more and 1 less, and 10
more and 10 less.
Practise counting forwards and
backwards in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s.
Can you do it without looking?
Ask a grown up to cover up some
numbers. Can you guess which
ones are missing?
Ask a grown up to cut up your
hundred square into ‘jigsaw
pieces’. Can you re-build it
correctly?

Use objects in your house to help you
practise dividing by sharing. Complete 10
questions.

Make amounts of money using coins. Can
you make the same amount again in a
different way?

Use household objects to create 2D and
3D shapes. Can you name them? Can you
count the sides and vertices (corners)?

Items that work well- cocktail sticks or
spaghetti with playdough or
marshmallows. BUT you can make shapes
with anything you find!
Ask a
grown up
to write
out some
addition
and
subtraction
number
sentences.
Are they true or are they false? Sort them.
Can you fix the false ones?

Draw some and
cut out some
shapes. Split
some into equal
parts (halves,
quarters or
thirds) and some
into unequal
parts. You could
use folding to
help you.

Home Learning Grid
Geography

P.E.

Can you name the 7 continents and 5 oceans of the world?

Design your own assault course/obstacle course in the garden. You could use
sticks to jump over, balls to throw, chairs to climb over! Be inventive!

Can you spot them on a world map

Challenge your parents or siblings to take part.
Who can do it the quickest? Time each other and try and beat each other’s
times.
Don’t forget about Cosmic Yoga
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
Science/PSHE/PE

Make a poster about keeping healthy.
Remember to include bright colours, a title, information and pictures.


Think about:
Healthy eating (different food groups/ the wellness plate).
 Exercise.
 Hygiene (including teeth).
 Water

